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Welcome to the 
Pantanal Wetland!
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Meet the Eco Kids

Hello! I’m Charlie, the Eco 
Kid with a very special 

superpower: I can talk to 
animals! That means I get 
to do all the interviews 
with the most incredible 

creatures for the magazine 
– how awesome is that?

I’m Amy. I create 
nature diaries, science 
experiments, puzzles, 
games – all the fun 
and geeky stuff for 

the magazine. Play my 
new board game on 
p17 that I designed 

while in the Pantanal!

Hi, I’m Simon, and I 
love adventure! I travel 

to the most remote 
places to prove (or 

disprove) the existence 
of mythical creatures 
or nature’s most awe-
inspiring phenomena.

Never miss an issue: 
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There is so much to see. Alongside as 
many as 10 million toothy caimans, this is 
the best place in South America to see the 
jaguar and the shy giant anteater. As well 
as ocelots and pumas, you may also spot 
giant river otters, which paddle through 
the swamps. There are rare marsh deer 
and not-so-rare rowdy capybara, looking 
like overgrown hamsters. Howler monkeys 
and capuchin monkeys live in the trees.

There is birdlife 
aplenty, too. Funny 
burrowing owls 
stand guard at the 
entrances to their 

burrows, ready to run 
underground should 
anything threaten 
them, while the 
magnificent hyacinth 
macaw is the largest 

parrot on the planet.

Dangerous green 
anacondas, the world’s 

largest snakes, slide slowly 
through the swamps and lazy 
rivers, hunting wild pigs, deer 
and capybara – make sure you 
don’t become supper!

Did you know?

The name Pantanal comes from 
pântano, the Portuguese word for 
swamp, wetland or marsh.

Plant and animal species

The Pantanal is home to enormous 
numbers of plants and animals. Some 
say about 3,500 plant species, 656 
different bird species, 325 fish species, 
159 mammals, 53 amphibians and 98 
reptiles. This immense variety of life 
means that the Pantanal has a precious 
biodiversity that rivals even the mighty 
Amazon rainforest.

Pantanal Paradise

Vocabulary 
Floodplain: An area of low-lying ground 
next to a river, which is often flooded.
Terrestrial: Relating to the earth.

Location and size

Stretching across hundreds of thousands of 
square kilometres, the watery Pantanal is 
about the size of Portugal and one of Brazil’s 
best-kept secrets. The more famous Amazon 
rainforest lies to the north, while, to the 
south, this flooded wilderness pushes into 
Bolivia and Paraguay.

I’m the  
largest flying parrot 

on the planet!

I'm the world's 
largest snake!

A Wetland Wonderland

The Pantanal in South 
America is the world’s 

largest tropical 
wetland. These 

flooded grasslands 
are a patchwork of 
lakes and lagoons, 

rivers and marshes, 
and a wonderland  

for wildlife.

Unique ecosystem

Every year, torrential rain falls over the 
high plains that surround the giant basin 
of the Pantanal. In the rainy season, rivers 
pouring off the highlands slowly fill the 
basin. Shaped like a gigantic soup bowl, it 
overflows, and the water spills out across 
the flat lands, creating islands surrounded 
by flooded marshlands. Then, in the dry 
season, the basin gradually empties again, 
turning the floodplain into a maze of 
waterways, lagoons and lakes.

Pantanal through the year

Over the course of a year in the Pantanal, 
the environment changes from terrestrial 
(dry land) to aquatic (wetland) and  
back again.

Rainy season

The rainy season is 
the soggiest time of 
the year. Between 
November and 
March, lots and lots 
and lots of rain falls. 
It is hot and humid, 
and biting insects, such 
as mosquitoes, get busy biting 
anything that moves.

Dry season

During March and April, it rains less, 
and the Pantanal slowly dries out. The 

temperature drops 
slightly as the 

southern 
hemisphere 
goes through 
its winter. 
Rivers settle 
back into their 
channels. As 

the grassland 
dries up, fires 

become a problem.
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Giant Pantanal
Animal Trumps!

Since the Pantanal is one of the world’s 
largest tropical wetlands, the Eco Kids 
have decided to choose four of its hugest 
inhabitants for this issue’s TOP TRUMPS! 

These amazing giants have all had to 
adapt to the extreme changes in their 
environment. Does their SIZE matter? 
Let’s find out how they survive so well!

SUPER SIZE & LARGE LOOKS 
10/10: With a fox’s head and 
red coat, enormous ears and 
extraordinarily long, deer-like legs 
(90cm shoulder to ground), the 
maned wolf looks like a bizarre 
hybrid (mix) of animals. Neither 
fox nor wolf, it’s the only species  
of the genus Chrysocon.

MEGA-DIET 8/10: Surprisingly 
omnivorous, 75% of the maned 
wolf’s diet is vegetation. They are 
so fond of a particular fruit that it’s 
been named the ‘wolf apple’ after 
them. Maned wolves stalk, rather 
than chase, small prey such as 
birds and rabbits. 

BIG BABIES 7/10: Mum produces 
two to six black-furred pups that 
stay with her for a year.

GIANT ADAPTATION 9/10: Those 
BIG ears – all the better to hear 
with! A superb nose for smelling 
and legs that have grown into stilts, 
to see over the tall grasses of the 
Pantanal. Colouring that blends 
in with the sprawling plain, and a 
cry… Well, we’ll come to that!

2. GIANT RIVER OTTER 
This fearless, playful, screeching 
swimmer is also known as the 
‘river wolf’!
SUPER SIZE & LARGE LOOKS 10/10: This 
sleek, beautiful creature has extremely soft, 
water-repellent fur and is the world’s largest 
otter, measuring 1.8m in length. That’s the 
height of a tall human!

BIG BABIES 9/10: Giant otters mate for 
life and live in large, extended families. 
Pups are born in dens built on land, and 
have to learn to swim… fast!

GIANT ADAPTATION 10/10: A strong, 
muscular body, excellent swimming  
skills, razor-sharp teeth and large size 
mean giant otters are not afraid of 
anything (even jaguars) and aggressively 
defend their stretch of river (up to 
20km). Their impressive whiskers, called 
‘vibrissae’, can sense the movements of 
prey in the water.

COLOSSAL CHARACTER 8/10: Fierce  
and fearless but also sociable and  
playful, these guys have BIG characters 
to match their GIANT size. They chitter, 
chatter, screech and squabble in  
noisy communication.

ENDANGERED? 10/10: Yes, VERY 
endangered. There are possibly only a 
few thousand giant otters left in the wild. 
Thanks to habitat loss and over-hunting 
for their gorgeous fur, they are among the 
rarest otters in the world.

MEGA-DIET 9/10: The giant river 
otter has a HUGE appetite, needing 
3-4kg of food every day, including fish, 
crustaceans and even the odd small 
caiman. They hunt both alone and in  
co-ordinated groups. 

FLABBERGASTING FUN FACT
These kings of the river have a very special 
relationship with that awesome ecosystem 
engineer, the APPLE SNAIL. Apple snails 
convert rotting vegetation into rich 
fertiliser, meaning there’s always a good 
supply of food for these magnificent otters.

1. MANED WOLF 
This werewolf-like, fox-on- 
stilts is the tallest canid  
in South America!

COLOSSAL CHARACTER 8/10: Solitary 
and just a bit mysterious, they do not live 
or hunt in packs, like wolves. However, 
both males and females defend their 
vast territory (around 30km2) by marking 
it with extremely strong-smelling and 
distinctive urine (pee).

ENDANGERED? 7/10: The maned 
wolf population is falling, increasingly 
endangered by habitat loss and the threat 
of disease from domestic dogs.

FLABBERGASTING FUN FACT
The ROAR/BARK of the maned wolf is a 
haunting sound – once heard, never forgotten. 
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 10001... 10002...
10003...10004...

SUPER SIZE & LARGE LOOKS 10/10: 
Measuring 1.8m in length, these 
remarkable mammals are related to 
horses and rhinoceroses, with stocky 
bodies and small, gripping trunks  
for feeding. 

MEGA-DIET 9/10: Feeding in the morning 
and evening to avoid the heat of the sun, 
50% of their diet is fruit. When they move 
around, pooping out the fruit seeds, they 
are replanting and fertilising their habitat! 
Their steady munching plays a major 
role in keeping the eco-balance of this 
biodiverse area stable.

BIG BABIES 8/10: Tapirs are solitary 
animals. Mum is pregnant for over a year 
(compared to nine months for humans) 
and looks after her calf alone after it 
is born, for the next 18 
months or more. A 
young calf looks like 
an adorable Bambi 
– speckles and 
stripes are great 
camouflage,  
of course!

GIANT ADAPTATION 10/10: The first 
tapirs were around as far back as 25 
million years ago, and you don’t survive 
that long without some pretty smart 
adaptations. Tapirs love water and are 
fast, surprisingly elegant swimmers, 
sometimes even falling asleep in  
the water! 

COLOSSAL CHARACTER 8/10: Gentle and 
easy-going, the steadily munching tapir 
plays a major role in keeping the  
eco-balance of this biodiverse area stable.

ENDANGERED? 10/10: Yes, all four 
breeds of tapirs are endangered, thanks 
to habitat destruction, industry pollution 
and poachers hunting them for their meat 
and skin.

3. GIANT ANTEATER 
Known as the ‘flag bear’ in 
Portuguese, because it looks 
like a hairy flag!

SUPER SIZE & LARGE LOOKS 9/10: 
These extraordinary-looking creatures are 
2.1m in length, with hair measuring 46cm, 
which makes them look like some kind of 
elongated Afghan hound (breed of dog) 
with an extra-slender snout!

MEGA-DIET 10/10: Giant anteaters are 
EDENTATE, meaning they have no teeth. 
Instead, they have EXTREMELY long, 
sticky tongues (60cm long, to be precise), 
covered in tiny hooks used to scoop out 
ants and termites. They swallow –  
without chewing, of course – 35,000 bugs 
every day!

BIG BABIES 6/10: Just one pup a year 
for these solitary animals. Unable to be 
lifted up by its mother’s legs or funnel-like 
mouth (being solely adapted for eating), 
the pup scrambles up on to its mum’s 
back, where it rides around for a  
year (cute).

GIANT ADAPTATION 10/10: These 
super-efficient animals don’t destroy the 
termite hills, nor do they feed for longer 
than three-minute sessions (due to the 
painful bites of the termites). They break 
into the termite hills with their powerful 
front claws, preserving their food source 
for the next meal.

COLOSSAL CHARACTER 8/10: Placid 
and good-natured, giant anteaters have 
still been known to kill predators such as 
jaguars in self defence, thanks to their 
impressive claws and size.

ENDANGERED? 2/10: Not yet endangered, 
but because of hunting and the continuing 
loss of habitat, they soon could be…

4. BRAZILIAN TAPIR 
Living fossil, ‘gardener of the 
forest’ and largest land mammal 
in South America!

FLABBERGASTING FUN FACT
The giant anteater’s stunning 
tongue moves in and out 150 
times per minute – that’s over 
twice a second!

FLABBERGASTING FUN FACT
You might expect these strange-
looking giants to snort like a pig 
or moo like a cow. Instead, they 
often communicate with high-
pitched whistles – like a bird!
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If you are an animal living in the Pantanal, you’ve got to be pretty smart to survive. 
This wetland wonderland is known as the Kingdom of Waters. For one half of the 
year, there is hardly any dry land at all. Then the rains stop and, all of a sudden, 
water is in short supply. The creatures that live in the Pantanal have to adapt to 
these changing conditions.

During the dry season, the lakes shrink to pools, and the pools drain into the 
rivers. It is a testing time for plants and animals, which both need water to survive. 
Here we find out the amazing strategies of the Pantanal survival specialists.

Did you know?

The American golden plover has one of the longest migratory routes. 
Every year, it flies more than 40,000km from its Arctic summer home. 
Nearly 4,000km of its journey is over open ocean, where it cannot 
stop to feed or drink.

How much 
further?

Just keep 
swimming!

Dry Season Survival

SURVIVAL STRATEGY 1

Pack your bags

When the going gets tough, the tough 
get going. This is the simplest survival 
strategy of all – stick around for the good 
times, and then, when water becomes 
scarce, move elsewhere.

The experts at this survival method are 
birds. Hundreds of thousands of birds, 
of more than 656 different species, visit 

SURVIVAL STRATEGY 2

Staying put

For animals that stay in the Pantanal, life 
becomes much harder in the dry season. 
Caimans must move from lagoon to lagoon 
as the swamps turn into solid ground once 
more. This ends up with all the caimans 
clustered in the same ponds. Sometimes, 
the waterholes get so crowded, the caimans 
literally lie on top of one another. With 
such a large collection of jaws, teeth and 
tempers, things can get a bit feisty. 

Fishy voyagers

Tropical fish are tough cookies. Many 
have tricks and even bodily adaptations 
that enable them to survive in oxygen-
poor waters. However, they also migrate 
for hundreds of kilometres, in and out of 
the Pantanal. There are two main times 
of year that fish get packing. 

The 'piracema' happens when the rains 
come. Fish spread out down river 

channels and across the flood plains to 
spawn (make baby fish). This is a risky 
time, because the previously dry land 
along with the sheer numbers of full-
grown fish and fingerlings make small 
ponds quickly run out of oxygen, leading 
to sudden mass fish kills.

When lakes and waterways shrink during 
the dry season, grown fish leave the 
floodplains and migrate upriver in a 
movement called the 'lufada'.

the Pantanal each year. Many are aquatic 
birds and shorebirds, such as ducks, 
herons and storks. They come to escape 
the cold, feast on fish, and breed. As 
the waterways dry up, and fish become 
scarce, they fly home, like hordes of 
holidaymakers always in search of the 
good life.

Migratory birds have fixed routes that 
they fly year in, year out. Many travel from 
as far away as the Arctic to overwinter in 
South America. 
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Vocabulary 
Fingerlings: Small, young fish.
Migratory birds: Birds that move from 
one region or habitat to another, in a 
regular, repeated pattern, according to 
the seasons.
Vertebrate: An animal with a backbone.

All the fish in the drying ponds are quickly 
eaten. Food gets harder and harder to 
find in the murky water, so caimans 
get inventive. They even take to eating 
moths! When night falls, they sneak off to 
find better places to spend the long hot 
days. Like the caimans, crab-eating foxes 
change their diets, and turn to eating 
insects in the dry season.

For jaguars, things become perhaps a 
little easier. Although food is getting 
scarce, they can roam far and wide on the 
dry land. Jaguars travel huge distances to 
find mates and hunt. 

All land-going animals must now be 
careful to avoid the wildfires that rage 
across the grasslands. 

Did you know?

For its size, the jaguar has the 
most powerful bite of all big cats.

Mummified like this, the frogs stay in their 
cocoons for the entire dry season. When 
the first rains fall, they free themselves of 
their cloaks and dig their way up through 
the soil to the surface.

The correct term for this dormant state  
is ‘aestivation’.

Spineless heroes

It’s not just vertebrates that have to adapt 
to the Pantanal’s challenging conditions. 
Invertebrates must also show a great 
deal of cunning and gumption to make it 
through the dry season.

Freshwater crabs move out of 
disappearing pools and into the deepest 
lagoons they can find. Then, as these 
habitats dry out, the crabs aestivate by 
digging into the muddy lake bottom and 
waiting for the rains to return. 

Despite their protective shells, many 
shellfish do not fare well in the dry 
season. Certain snails, however, have 
special adaptations to survive high 
temperatures. The apple snail has both 
gills and lungs. Others have a shell that 
can be shut very tightly to prevent the 
animal drying out. 

Spotter's tip

You can spot aestivating crabs on 
riverbanks because they close their  
hidey-holes with wet mud. The holes they 
dig can reach up to one metre below  
the surface.

Some like it hot

Jabirus are the symbol of the 
Pantanal. But these big storks are 
not present all year round. During 
the flooding season, they stick to 
higher ground, but as soon as the 
water levels sink, the birds move in. 
The jabiru is a specialist in detecting 
and catching fish in the murky mud 
of drying ponds. They stalk through 
the liquid muck, feeling for fish with 
their feet. With a quick jab of their 
long curved beak, they snap up the 
struggling fish. They also winkle 
crabs, molluscs and frogs out from 
their hiding places in the mud, too.

Champion kipper

The prize for the longest aestivation 
goes to the freshwater sponge Drulia 
browni, which can survive extreme 
drought for more than a year. 

SURVIVAL STRATEGY 3

Going to bed

The dry season is a killer for amphibians, 
such as frogs and toads. They need water 
to survive, but cannot easily move long 

distances. Instead, some frogs burrow 
into the soil and become dormant. Then 
they do something really neat: they shed 
several layers of skin, and this forms a 
virtually watertight cocoon, surrounding 
their entire body. Only their nostrils poke 
out, enabling them to breathe. 

Bullfrog emerging from mud aestivation
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Pantanal Puzzles and Jokes
Picture puzzle

Find the 16 Pantanal animals pictured on this page in the wordsearch below. The words 
can go in any direction: up, down, forwards, backwards or diagonally. We've done one 
for you.

See answers in the free resource pack for issue 23 from ecokidsplanet.co.uk/free-resources

n a r a b y p a c r d n

p p r l o r b h e r o n

n p i r a p u t a n g a

s l r i p a t r m d c d

a e i h d o m p e a r n

e s r e t a e t n a e o

h n n n d u r t u i e c

r a a i a a r g a m d a

a i l c a c a i m a n n

g l t a u j n a b c a a

o t o g r o a r r a e a

a e a d l r t a r w j a

1 ________________________________________
2 ________________________________________
3 ________________________________________
4 ________________________________________
5 ________________________________________
6 ________________________________________
7 ________________________________________
8 ________________________________________
9 ________________________________________

10 ________________________________________
11 ________________________________________
12 ________________________________________
13 ________________________________________
14 ________________________________________
15 ________________________________________
16 ________________________________________

jaguar, toucan, tapir, anteater, capybara, giant otter, armadillo, caiman, anaconda, apple snail, 
jabiru, piraputanga, heron, macaw, deer, rhea

Find 12 differences

Picture jokes

Feeling stuck? See the hint below to reveal the names of the animals.

Rhea
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1. Caiman starts at the top-left corner. 
Jaguar starts at the bottom-left corner. 

2. Caiman always starts first by rolling 
a dice and moving the counter the 
number of squares shown on the dice. 

3. You can move left, right and straight, 
not diagonally. You cannot move back to 
the same square you just came from.

4. Caiman can only move along the water 
lagoons (blue squares). It can only 
cross one land square (green) at a time. 

5. Jaguar can only move across the land. 
It can only cross one water square at  
a time. 

6. No one can land on or cross the fire. You 
must find another way.

7. If you land on a hunter 
square, run for your life! 
Take THREE steps back in 
the direction you came from. 

8. If Jaguar lands on a lucky jump sign, it 
jumps up to the space signified by the 
arrow on the game board. If Caiman 
lands on a a lucky stream sign, it swims 
down the lucky stream to the space 
signified by the arrow.

 

9. If you land on an apple snail, 
stop for a snack. Miss a go. 
Sing a happy song.

10. If, at any time during the 
game, Jaguar lands (not crosses) 
directly on the same square as Caiman, 
the game is over. Jaguar has won! 

Good luck!

Pantanal Pursuit
A game for 2-4 players

It’s the dry season in the Pantanal. Fires 
are raging in the savannah, hunters are 
stalking by the river. Food is scarce. 
Caiman is on its way to the Rio, but the 
hungry Jaguar is just behind. Can Caiman 
get safely to the finish line? Who will win 
in this Pantanal pursuit? 

You will need: 
• A dice
• A counter each (e.g. a penny, button)

Aim of the game:
• To find your way towards the Rio 

safely and be the first to reach  
the finish. 

How to play:  

17





Find out what's happening with the Eco Kids' friends around the world!

Calendar – September

G’day! Spring has just arrived in 
Australia, and our thorny devils’ wedding 
season is over. What a show I put on!  I 
attracted females with my world-class 
dancing routine, waving my legs and 
bobbing my head. Next month, my 
partner should lay eggs. Hurray and 
hooroo (that’s ‘goodbye’ in Australian)!  

Akory! I’m extremely proud of my new 
nest I made from leaves and branches, 
close to the sky. It’s perfect for me to 
curl up in and sleep during the short 
September rains. It’s getting hotter  
here in Madagascar, and heat means  
the mangoes on human farms will be  
so sweet… When people are asleep at 
night, we fluffy aye-ayes get juicy,  
fruity dessert. 

Quick-quick! Last month, I became the 
proud father of a precious girl, Gelu (which 
means ‘icy cold’ in Latin). Gelu’s mother 
has returned from the sea to feed and 
nurse her, and it’s my turn to spend time in 
the icy waters, hunting for fish and squids. 
Oh, holly penguin, a leopard seal is after 
me! Bye now…. 

It’s the rainy season in the Congo 
Rainforest – muddy and splashy all 
around until November – but I love it! My 
new pup is hiding in a little nest, while 
I’m searching for food. The two of us 
speak in our own secret language. We 
okapis make a range of low-frequency 
sounds that predators (including 
humans!) cannot hear. Now, I bet I can 
reach out with my super-long tongue to 
that salad of buds!

The Great Sandy-Tanami Deserts 

Madagascar

Antarctica

Congo Rainforest

Perthy the thorny devil

Bye-bye the aye-aye

 Emperor penguin 

Tiombe the okapi

More ways to play

4. Now, with the lucky 

streams, what is the 

minimum number of 

squares Caiman needs 

to cross to reach the 

finish line?

3. What is the minimum number 

of squares Caiman needs 

to cross to reach the 

finish line - without using 

lucky streams?

2.  Now, with the lucky 

jumps, what is the 

minimum number of 

squares Jaguar 

needs to cross?

1. What is the minimum 

number of squares 

Jaguar needs to 

cross to reach 

the finish line - 

without using any 

lucky jumps? 

Solve the brain-teasers below

See answers in the free resources pack for issue 23  
from ecokidsplanet.co.uk/free-resources
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Her name is Apple (probably because 
she’s golden in colour and about the size 
of an apple), and she’s a beautiful and 
extremely busy APPLE SNAIL, one of the 
many millions that keep these wetlands 
healthy! Let’s find out how… 

CHARLIE: Hi, Apple! Thanks for taking 
some time out of your busy schedule to 
meet me.

APPLE: No problem, Charlie. 

CHARLIE: What was that, Apple? I didn’t 
quite catch it.

APPLE: Sorry Charlie, I’ll SPEAK UP! I 
don’t get out much… I have SO much  
work to do, working, working, all the time 
silently working…

CHARLIE: Wow, is that why you’re known 
as a ‘keystone species’? Impressive title. So 
tell me, what you actually DO? How do you 
keep the Pantanal so rich and biodiverse?

APPLE: Oh, my, where to start… I do four 
BIG, IMPORTANT things. Number one: I 
eat. I EAT and EAT and EAT – I eat all the 
decaying plant matter on the riverbed.

CHARLIE: Sounds like a tough job!

APPLE: It IS ‘tough’! All the stuff in plants 
that’s called ‘cellulose’ – that even other 
types of snail find hard to digest – well, we 
munch our way through it. And here’s job 
number two: we convert plant matter into 
tasty fertiliser! (The fish love it.)

CHARLIE: Excellent! So you’re a sort of 
recycling snail!

APPLE: Indeed I am – but then things get 
really hard. Here’s job number three…

CHARLIE: Tell me!

APPLE: Well, when the rains come in 
April, the whole of the Pantanal is flooded 
with water. Tons and tons of grasses and 
vegetation become swamped and begin  
to rot…

CHARLIE: Oh no, I can guess what happens 
now… Rotting plant matter gives off 
something called carbon monoxide gas, 
doesn’t it?

APPLE: That’s right. And carbon monoxide 
is poisonous to animals, because it suffocates 
them. Animals need oxygen! So we have to 
keep munching and digesting super-fast 
or all the fish would die.

CHARLIE: But hang on, you’re an animal 
too – don’t you need oxygen as well?

APPLE: Yes, I do… 

CHARLIE: So how do you survive?

APPLE: A-haa! We apple snails have 
evolved with a very special device that we 
use to breathe the air. It’s a bit like a built-
in snorkel.

CHARLIE: Brilliant!

APPLE: So, when the Pantanal floods and 
we can’t get oxygen underwater (we’ve got 
gills, see), we extend our snorkel out of the 
water. We breathe as much air as we need 
into a separate lung, and when we’ve got 
enough, we just take it down again. 

CHARLIE: And all the while, you keep 
eating and converting the rotting matter 
into nutritious fertiliser?

APPLE: Bingo!

CHARLIE: That’s excellent. It sounds like 
everything would fall apart without you 
apple snails – no wonder you’re also 
known as ecosystem engineers. You keep 
the waters fresh and fertilised, so plants 
thrive and fish are well fed…

APPLE: And lots of fish mean my friends, 
the giant otters, are happy! Which brings 
me to number four: apple snails are – gulp! 
– the favourite soft-centred snack of the 
caiman. (Sigh!)

CHARLIE: Eek, sorry about that… 

APPLE: No problem. Just doing my job, 
err, jobs… Better get back to work now!

CHARLIE: Bye, Apple! What an honour – 
you’re astonishing!

APPLE: Just keep eating, that’s our motto!

Apple Snail
Interview with an

Hello, Charlie here! I’m the one who can talk to 
animals. I needed to practise my aquatic gastro-

pod mollusc language skills before meeting my next 
guest. She lives quietly on the riverbed most of the 
time, hoping to avoid predators – can you guess 

what she is?

The apple snail is called Pomacea 
canaliculata in Latin – meaning apple 
pipe or tube!
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Hello! My favourite 
animal is the 

jaguar, and on 
this expedition I 

might actually see 
one! I’m flying over 
the world’s largest 
tropical wetland,  

the Pantanal. 

Whoa! It looks like a patchwork quilt from up here, with blue 
and green lakes, lagoons, marshes, meadows and woodland, 
and a giant chocolate-coloured river snaking right through 
the middle. Somewhere down there is the biggest cat of the 
Americas, as well as LOTS of other exciting animals. 

Southern Pantanal from above

Day 1: Big beaks
This morning, I’m going on a forest walk with Gil, a local guide 

who everyone calls ‘super ears’. He knows exactly what’s in 

the forest just by listening. Maybe we’ll hear a jaguar!

Toco showing off his  amazing skil ls!

The forest was NOISY with chirruping, cackling, stomping, leaping, flapping and so many other sounds! Every 
now and again, I glimpsed something moving in the undergrowth, running behind me, scampering above me or flying between the branches. Then all the other sounds were drowned out by loud croaks above us. Were there giant frogs in the trees? NO! I looked up, and saw six huge toco toucans. Two were tossing fruit to each other with their great orange beaks. Gil said they were ‘wooing’ and would mate soon. 

The toucans use their huge beaks to 

reach fruit on branches that are too small 

to hop on to. They can even do it hanging 

upside down! It makes you wonder how 

they can fly with such a big beak, but it is 

very light. Close up, the beak bone looks 

like honeycomb, with a labyrinth of holes 

containing air.

I used my binoculars to see better, and 

way above the toco flock, noticed some 

woodpeckers hammering at the bark 

with their beaks to find the tasty bugs 

beneath. The tocos often take over the 

woodpeckers’ hidey-holes for nesting. 

And then I saw it – some scratch marks on the trunk of the tree right next to me. Gil noticed my jaw drop in excitement. “Yes,” he said, “a jaguar has clawed at that tree to mark its territory. I heard its faint roar earlier, so it’s not far away. I think we might see your rosetted friend soon.”

Toco toucans passing fruit

Claw marks made by a jaguar

Look what 
I can do! 

Vocabulary 
Flock: A group of birds.
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Yacare caimans sunbathing

Piraputanga fish at Rio Sucuri 

Day 2: Yacare 
caimans' dance
Today we continued 
our adventure by jeep. 
It’s the beginning of 
September, the end of the 
dry season.  The fierce 
tropical sun evaporates 
waterholes fast in the 
dry season, but there are 
still plenty to visit. Would 
we see crocodiles? Gil 
said: “No, but look out for 
yacare caimans, which 
have more shovel-shaped 
snouts than crocodiles. 
They also hide all their 
top teeth when their 
mouths are closed,  
unlike a crocodile, which 
has one poking out on 
each side.”

How to tell the difference between a 
caiman and a crocodile: look at its jaws 

and skull... and taste the water! 

Caimans and alligators live only in 
freshwater environments. They have wide 
U-shaped snouts. 

True crocodiles live in salty waters. They 
have longer V-shaped snouts. Their upper 
jaw is narrower, so the fourth tooth on 
their lower jaw sticks up over the upper 
lip when their jaws are closed. 

Nice catch!

Smile for the camera!

He told me that jaguars eat  

yacare caimans…

As we approached the waterhole, we 

saw hundreds of yacares sunbathing 

on the muddy banks. There was also 

a group of capybaras, which look very 

like giant guinea pigs! I watched huge 

herons and egrets flapping about and 

diving into the water to spear fish with 

their dagger-like beaks.  

Then I noticed lots of beady eyes and 
nostrils just above the surface of the 
water. More yacares! One group were 
slapping their jaws and heads. Then 
the water started bubbling up like a 
fountain as the male caimans blew 
bubbles. They were doing a water dance, 
advertising for a mate. The vibrations in 
the water made infrasound. This noise 
can travel great distances in the water, 
but is too low for humans to hear.

No jaguars today. Jaguars have been 
hunted ruthlessly in the past for their 
fur, and there are only an estimated 
15,000 left in the wild. Perhaps I won’t 
see one…

Day 3: Crystal 
clear waters
Now it was time to 

get into the water 

itself. Most rivers 

in the Pantanal are 

murky with mud. But 

not here. In the Rio 

Sucuri, water bubbles 

up from underground 

springs, and is crystal 

clear. “Perfect for 

snorkelling,” Gil said. 

“And don’t worry 

about the fact that Rio 

Sucuri means ‘giant 

yellow anaconda’!” I 

tried not to.

As we canoed downstream in the sunshine, we saw big schools of 

fish called piraputanga. Trees dangled into the water and capuchin 

monkeys danced and chattered above us. Their boisterous jumps 

dislodged insects from the trees, which fell into the water and 

provided the fish with a meal. And that wasn’t all – monkeys are 

messy eaters, and scraps of their juicy fruit lunch fell into the water, 

too. Whole shoals of fish were there to gobble them up. 
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Capuchin monkey

And guess what! As the monkeys 
leapt upstream, the fish followed! 

I asked Gil if the fish could feed 
without the monkeys. He pointed 
to a low-hanging branch with ripe 
berries on it. All of a sudden, a 
large fish jumped right out of the 
water and guzzled down a berry, 
before flopping right back in again! 

Gil and I talked about all the 
animals depending on each other 
and the environment. Several years 
ago, he came across a river near 
here that was full of dead fish. No 
one is quite sure what happened, 
but scientists think there wasn’t 
enough oxygen in the water. It 
might have been due to the burning 
of too many trees in the forest. Gil 
works with local communities to 
preserve the forests and all the 
animals in them.

Vocabulary 
Infrasound: Sound with a wave 
frequency that is too low (below 15-20 
hertz) to be heard by humans. 
Rio: The Spanish and Portuguese 
word for ‘river’.

Jaguar watching our every move 

Day 4:  
My jaguar 
encounter 
It was my last day, so 
my last chance to see 
a jaguar. I crossed my 
fingers before jumping 
into a motorboat on the 
Cuiaba River. 

Jaguars are strong swimmers and top predators on land and in water. They stalk and ambush their prey with a surprise attack, mostly at night, sometimes pouncing from above. Jaguars eat all the animals we’d seen so far – birds, fish, caimans and capybaras – as well as many others, including turtles, tapirs and deer. 

My trip had come to an end, but what a finale!

On the muddy bank, I saw a giant 
otter family. They were sliding and 
wriggling about, and looked like they 
were dancing the samba! In fact, they 
were spreading their urine, or wee, to 
advertise that this territory belonged 
to them. We chose a different bank to 
have lunch! Gil had caught a catfish, 
which he was going to cook for us. 

And then, it happened. On the 
other side of the river, I saw the 
most beautiful animal in the world. 
A female jaguar rested in the sun, 
cleaning and preening her golden fur 
with those unmistakable black rose-
shaped spots. From where I was, 
she looked like a cuddly house cat. 
But I knew she was around 10 times 
bigger, and could kill with just one 
crushing bite to the skull. 

Giant otter family  

at the Cuiaba River

The name jaguar comes 
from the Native American 
word ‘yaguar’, which means 
‘he who kills with one leap’!

Hey mate,
toss me down
some fruit
for dessert…
Thank you! 
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The Way to School
An excerpt from a book by Rosemary McCarney with Plan International

Did you know that lots and lots of kids around the world would love to 
go to school but can’t? Some are very poor and must work to help their 
families. But whenever possible, kids try to make their way to school.

For many children, the way to school is not that easy. It can be long 
and hard and even scary.

When rains come 
and waters rise, a 
temporary bridge can 
get you there.
This one is low and 
quite safe.

Sometimes a little 
wire becomes  
a bridge... 

... and sometimes 
a few bamboo 
poles must do.

Or you can bravely 
fly across!

Enter our competition on 
p32 to win a copy of the 
book, "The Way to School".

ISBN 978-1-927583-78-4

Proceeds from the sale of this book will be 
donated to Plan’s Because I am a Girl Fund.

$18.95

Rosemary McCarney leads the Plan 
International Canada team, where she 
helped create the important Because I 
am a Girl initiative and worked to have 
an International Day of the Girl declared 
by the United Nations to celebrate 
the lives of girls and draw attention 
to the particular challenges they face. 
She is the author of the internationally 
best-selling Every Day is Malala Day, 
Because I am a Girl: I Can Change the 
World, and the Rosie the Red series. 

Founded in 1937, Plan International 
is one of the world’s oldest and largest 
international charities, working in 
partnership with millions of people 
around the world to end global 
poverty. Not for profit, independent, 
and inclusive of all faiths and cultures, 
Plan has only one agenda: to improve 
the lives of children. Plan works in 70 
countries around the globe, including 
51 developing countries across Africa, 
Asia, and the Americas. Plan’s vision is 
of a world in which all children realize 
their full potential in societies that 
respect people’s rights and dignity.

Second Story Press
www.secondstorypress.ca

What would you 
do to get to school? 

If you wish walking or bussing or 
going to school by car didn’t take 
so long, have a look at how many 
children around the world get 
to school every day. Thousands 
never have the chance to go to 
school at all. For those who are 
lucky enough to go, the way is 
often long and dangerous. Some 
children even carry their own desks 
or heavy containers of drinking 
water! Amazing photos of children 
negotiating natural disasters, 
rushing rivers, mountain passes, 
and dizzying heights all underline 
one thing. No matter how you get 
to school, the important thing is 
being there.

Every image in this beautiful picture 
book for young readers speaks to 
the importance of an education, 
and the physical commitment 
children are willing to make each 
day to attain it.

The Way to SchoolThe W
ay to School                  Rosem

ary M
cC

arney/Plan International

SSP

5 

copies 

to give 

away! The Way to School is published by New Internationalist 
with Plan International (RRP £9.99).  Available from 
September 2016 from all bookshops and ethicalshop.org
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Over 

to You Shark attack! 

Edward, age 9, Droitwich

This month on  Eco Kids Planet...

Arjun, age 

6, London

Scarlett, 

Lancing

Jude, age 10, 
Surrey

Annie and 
Maeve, Leeds

Letters from the Wild Dear Phoebe, Héping here! SO glad 
to hear from you! What an honour to 
receive a letter from England! I’m 14 
months old now and still staying with 
my mum… But I don’t mind, because 
she’s the best panda-girl in the whole 
world. Oh look, she just caught a little 
pika! I usually eat at least 15kg of 
bamboo a day, but I’ve got my big teeth 
now… So, mum’s saying, it’s time to 
show my bear side and try some meat, 
just for today. Grrr… Bye, now! 

Dear Ecky,
It feels very good to hear  

from you in England!

Apart from termites, what is your 

favourite kind of food/insect? 

Because a termite would probably be 

a snack to me, my favourite snack is 

prawn cocktail crisps. 

I think you look really cute!

One last question and answer... How old 

are you and how old can you live up to? 

I’m 9 years old and can live up to  

100 years! 
Best wishes,
Emma

P.S. I hope that you can  

write back to me!

Please email your letters, 
pictures and drawings to 

hello@ecokidsplanet.co.uk or 
write to Eco Kids Planet,  

41 Claremont Road, Barnet, 
EN4 0HR

G’day Emma, 
Me, cute? Well, thank you! My 

favourite dessert would be beetle 

larvae… Umm, mouth-watering! 

You’ve got to try it! 
I don’t know how long I get to live. 

100 years sounds ace to me! My 

mother once told me a tale about 

an echidna of the Great Sandy 

Desert that lived to 18 years old. 

Psss… I sense a dingo… Gotta get 

digging! Bye! Here’s to a long life!

September competition

My Favourite Journey
For this month’s competition, we invite you to share your own exciting 
journeys – whether it’s your walk to school this morning or a trip to the 

moon during your summer holiday. What did your most memorable 
journey look like? What did you see or find, who did you meet? 

Send us a drawing, write a poem or a short story, and we’ll show off the most 
adventurous in our upcoming issue of Eco Kids Planet. Plus, you can win a copy of the 

brilliant new book “The Way to School”, featured on pages 30-31.
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Bengal

tiger

sticker

Explore the earth’s most wondrous places and fascinating creatures in the previous 
issues of Eco Kids Planet magazine: 

Go to ecokidsplanet.co.uk/shop 

A Bundle of Six

A Bundle of Three

Map Bundle

Hi, 

My name is Alfie and I’m a two-year-old giant armadillo.
We’re extremely shy, nocturnal mammals that mainly eat termites and walk very long distances. We look a bit ‘prehistoric’ due to being covered in these large, tough scales.
When I’m fully-grown, I’ll measure about 1.5 metres (probably taller than you are now!) and weigh over 30kg. My claws will grow to 15cm (check that on your ruler) and will be thick and strong for digging. Giant armadillos do a lot of digging because we live underground in five-metre deep burrows, but we don’t stay in them for more than a few nights before moving on.
Which brings me to one of the reasons we’re so important…
Up to 25 different species live in our burrows after we've left. Plus, the freshly dug soil attracts pumas, tapirs and wild pigs, who love to roll in the dirt. So we are also known (like apple snails) as ‘ecosystem engineers’, because we play such a big role in the lives of so many other animals.

So it’s terribly important that you spread the word about the work we do. Our population is falling and we will die out if you don’t believe in us!

SAVE THE GIANT ARMADILLOS! 

Please write to me with any questions.

Yours truly,

Alfie Armadillo
P.S. ‘Armadillo’ actually means ‘armoured little man’.

Letter 

from Alfie 

the giant 

armadillo
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Bat Superpowers 
The unstoppable hunters 
in the night 

Face Your Fears   
Big creepy-crawlies  
top trumps

IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF ECO KIDS PLANET

Issue 24

Gruesome Nature 
From mind-controlling 
wasps to blood- 
shooting lizards 

Make your 

own slime

ecokidsplanet.co.uk

Slime in Nature
Slickl tactics for 

defence, hiding and escape
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